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The Critical Nature of (Good) Data
Campaigns live and die based on how good the data in their area is, and so much of this depends on how
state parties and Secretary of State Offices store and manage data, where you get your data, how well previous
lists have been maintained, and what recent data hub discussions are going on between the states and the Party.
In this section, we will talk about why getting perfect data is so hard, who owns it, the importance of VAN,
alternatives to VAN, how to get the best data you can, soft data versus hard data, and the new landscape of data
hubs and exchanges.

Why Perfect Voter Data is Hard to Find
We talked about voter rolls in the previous data section, but what we did not get to say is that the biggest
challenge of these voter rolls is making sure that the data in them is accurate.
Why is getting a perfect voter file so hard from the voter rolls that we have? The first thing to understand
is that contrary to expectations, there is no such thing as a truly federal election. In fact, there’s only one office
for which every American voter can vote (two, technically, but the VP and Presidency are now pretty tightly
linked), and even the presidential election is actually administered by state electoral authorities. This is why
voting rules, technologies, and even ballot configurations vary so widely. It’s also the crux of the dissent in the
Supreme Court case, Bush versus Gore, but that’s a story for another day. The point is, voter registration is a
state function- not a federal function. Each state maintains its own lists via their Secretary of State and election
administrators. When you enroll, it’s through a state office like the DMV, not a federal one like the IRS.
If a state has horrible data practices, and some really do, there’s a negative downstream effect for the DNC
and commercial voter file vendors. This leads to a lot of confusion, especially since people can theoretically
be registered in two or more states if they’ve moved recently, people may have just become eligible to vote by
turning 18 or becoming naturalized, or they may have died. Voter rolls are more accurate in some states than in
others, but ultimately every state publishes them, and they are a matter of public record. Millennials, in particular, suffer here as they often move from their college to their work area the year they graduate and have no idea
how to register to vote, have no idea if they are registered, and have no idea whether they are double or triple
registered in their home town, college town, and/or work area. Recent voter roll purges in Republican controlled states like Georgia also contribute to bad data, since legitimate voters are often struck from the rolls and
become unlisted in the data. This is arguably a form of voter suppression.
During an election cycle, these voter rolls can be very dynamic. People are being urged to register, changes
happen, deaths are recorded, etc. States HAVE to publish their voter rolls, but given the seismic changes that
happen to them, especially in a voting period, this can lead to chaos. Timing is hard. Different states publish the
rolls on different schedules; there is no standard format, and the data provided tends to be a hot mess.
To make things even more confusing, DNC and commercial voter file companies have snapped up the voter
rolls state to state and done their best to combine the voter rolls and with their own data on the voters; they cut
and present this information in various ways in order to add value. This can lead to a maelstrom of confusion
for someone just trying to buy a clear cut file of people to talk to to win a race. “When I came to OFA, the DNC
employed something like 12 technical staff whose only job it was to make sense of these files and sew them
together into something useful. Add to this the fact that over the years, both private companies and nonprofit
foundations have been established to try to make the voter file better, and those were clamoring for attention
too” states Dan Ratner, one of the technologists behind the Obama 2012 campaign win. “For smaller campaigns, it’s a nightmare to know which data to gather and buy if you can even afford it. Everyone with a voter
file product (which now means pretty much everyone in the campaign tech business) has some claim as to why
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their voter file is better. But if you don’t know the industry inside and out, you have NO idea who is telling the
truth.” This Pew analysis of commercial voter files explains more about why match rates can vary from 50-79%,
and in some cases miss whole swathes of the population.
The primary source of voter data is the DNC and state Parties, so let’s examine what is in the data files they
sell you:
• The national change of address database to predict who has moved from state-to-state
and which registration is valid in the case of multiple registrations				
			
• Contact data including landline and phones							
		
• Public and census records on deaths, marriages, and even births, which doesn’t take
into account name changes, ineligibility, etc.							
				
• Demographic data like race, ethnicity, age, and sex.						
		
• Socio-economic data derived from commercial data sources, like household purchasing power, wealth, home values, etc. 								
				
• Previous data (sometimes) from campaigns before you that talked to voters (sometimes called “soft” data)
Once a campaign has whatever voter file or files it has chosen (often using those provided by the state Party
via NGP VAN or bought via a commercial agency like Target Smart or Catalist) it can start doing analytics and
voter contact. Without a voter file, the campaign is limited to starting contact with the people its staff knows
personally or sending people wandering aimlessly through neighborhoods, which can sometimes be as helpful
as activating for your opponent. This doesn’t work on the time constraints of a campaign. A campaign without a
good voter file is as good as dead, and those who hold the keys to good voter files have an awful lot of power.
It’s important to note that Pew research findings have shown that while voter files can have match rates up
to 79% - with the average around 69%-, they are often not a good picture of the American public itself. Most
voter files are not too far off when it comes to their data, but can miss whole swatches of the population, such as
Hispanic males who are not registered to vote. In testing of unregistered voters, only 38% of voters who described themselves as unregistered were matched to five files they tested against, and match rates varied by age,
race and ethnicity. Another downfall of voter files, in general, is that files can be thrown off by small differences
in names and addresses, and common names like “John Smith” can be a nightmare. Some results even showed
that things like income, race, age and party affiliation can vary widely. So there is no perfect file, but in general the state parties do the best they can to update things. An important rule to follow is to never assume that
a voter file will have anywhere near 100% accuracy or that it will give you a true sense of who is living in your
district. There is a reason there are lots of voter registration drives every election season. These drives are trying
to fix huge gaps in our data.

Who Owns your Data?
Campaign tax structure often governs what data candidates can and cannot keep when they run a campaign. The answer is this: Candidates often don’t exactly control their data, because they are sublicensing state
Parties’ tools and data as they license the voter file, but they can add their own data that they acquire to it. The
IDs the candidates enter data under are jointly owned under that license agreement. The main reason for this is
so those IDs are then shared in concurrent coordinated campaigns and for ensuing campaigns, including ones
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in the district the candidate ran in.
In some cases, if the candidate expects to run again, the voter file with the data that the team gathered
during their run (the “soft” data) is considered a proprietary asset- if they are in a state Party where that is
allowed within the license agreement. The candidate does not want this data getting into the hands of a competitor even of the same party, especially since, due to gerrymandering, primaries are more and more often where
the political action is.
Also, there’s succession to consider. Even if you are not running again, you might want to make sure that
the person that comes after you is prepared to win a Progressive or Democratic seat. Although the value of an
unmaintained voter list diminishes quickly (we rate the half-life as a year or less), some candidates often try to
see if they can share their list with contenders from their party that can take the seat after their work is done.
This has pros and cons. It’s often considered better to keep the list out of the hands of a few competitors
even at the cost of not making it available to others in your party who are non-competitive. But if a candidate is
truly party-centric, sharing make sense. The candidate is fully empowered to make that decision. Candidates
are increasingly looking long-term with their data management within campaigns.
Trump’s decision to file for reelection immediately after taking office was noted in the press. This means he
now has a campaign office and a campaign staff actively working on and maintaining his voter file, in addition
to coordinating his publicity events. This is a new tactic. OFA 2012 was formally kicked off in March of 2011 - a
long time before the election day in November 2012. This was only after President Obama had been in office
for more than 2 years, and his powerhouse campaign of 2008 had turned into OFA 2.0 and then melted into the
National Democratic Redistricting Committee. Keeping a “permanent campaign” will give Trump a huge data
advantage. This is something candidates on the left should now consider too, for many reasons.
Sometimes sharing campaign data from a previous campaign is not good data. For example, notes kept
from doorknockers might be minimal and in a shorthand hard to understand, or there might even be negative
statements about some supporters thrown into a tool after an angry conversation at a door or on the phone.
These would not be statements that a previous campaign or candidate would want to get into the press or public
eye. This is a byproduct of poor data management within a campaign. Some previous candidates might be reluctant to give data based on fear of this alone, which can make it very difficult for contenders trying to run. To
evaluate whether to give a list, consider whether the data is good or suspect, and consider how much time has
passed. Lists traded two years after a race tend to be somewhat fresh, but lists given four years post a race might
have some outdated data. You should also note that email and fundraising lists are valuable assets as well. A well
maintained list can be valuable both to the candidate for future electoral runs, as well as to a party committee or
another future candidate in the district. Take care of these assets, and be judicious with how you share them.
An area of increasing focus within the party has been how to get the data that major groups and PACs have
been collecting (think groups like Swingleft, MoveOn, and similar) and be able to use that data alongside the
data that candidates are collecting and using within campaigns. Thanks to some innovation on the Right about
how to get around some legal roadblocks, it seems like a potential solution is forming. The DDEx, or the new
Democratic Data Exchange, will be focused on swapping data between hardside and softside groups in real-time, which will enhance the data playing field in future. We’ll talk more about this in a future section.

Keeping and Using your Data
You control more of your data than you think! Campaigns often feel like sole proprietorships, more than
nonprofits. There are quirks. The candidate themselves are liable for debts in a campaign, which is why you
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keep hearing candidates hawking for dollars or making deals with winning candidates even if they lost. Candidates often don’t exactly control their data, because they are sublicensing state Parties’ tools and data, but once
candidates license the voter file, they can add data they have acquired to it. The IDs the candidates enter data
under are jointly owned under that license agreement. The main reason for this is so those IDS are then shared
in concurrent coordinated campaigns and for ensuing campaigns, including ones in the district the candidates
ran in.
But, in some cases, if the candidate expects to run again, the voter file with the data that the team gathered during their run (the “soft” data) is considered a proprietary asset if they are in a State Party where that is
allowed within the license agreement between the State Party and the candidate. The candidate does not want
this data getting into the hands of a competitor even of the same party (especially since, due to gerrymandering,
primaries are more and more often where the political action is.) Although the value of an unmaintained voter
list diminishes quickly (we rate the half-life as a year or less), some candidates often try to see if they can share
their list post a run to contenders from their party that can take the seat after their work is done.
Sometimes campaign data from a previous campaign is not good. For example, notes kept from doorknockers might be minimal and in a shorthand hard to understand, or there might even be negative statements
about some supporters that a previous campaign is not eager to allow into the press or public eye. This is a
byproduct of poor data management within a campaign. Some previous candidates might be reluctant to give
data based on fear or this alone, which can make it very difficult for contenders trying to run.
You should also note that email and fundraising lists are valuable assets as well. A well maintained list can is
valuable both to the candidate for future electoral runs, as well as to a party committee or another future candidate in the district. Take care of these assets, and be judicious with how you share them.

NGP VAN and VAN Alternatives
Anyone gathering data for a campaign will critically need to know about one tool: NGP VAN. NGP VAN
is a privately owned voter database and web hosting service provider used by the American Democratic Party,
Democratic campaigns, and other non-profit organizations authorized by the Democratic Party. The platform
is used by political and social campaigns for fundraising, campaign finance compliance, field organizing, and
digital organizing. NGP VAN, Inc. was formerly known as Voter Activation Network, Inc. and changed its name
to NGP VAN, Inc. in January 2011. The company was founded in 2001 and is based in Washington, District
of Columbia, with an additional location in Somerville, Massachusetts. You might also see it referred to as
Votebuilder.
The reason that VAN is so critical, is that it was created within the Democratic party and is the tool “blessed” by the party to power the campaigns of its candidates. NGP VAN was created in November 2010 by the
merger of its two predecessor companies, NGP Software, founded in 1997 by Nathaniel Pearlman, who later
served as chief technology officer for Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign, and Voter Activation Network, founded in 2001 by Mark Sullivan. The name is complex because it is the result of a merger between NGP,
the leading fundraising and compliance toolset for campaigns, and VAN, the leading voter contact and supporter management tool. In your campaign, the fundraising and operations teams will mostly use NGP, and all the
volunteers and organizers connected to your campaign will use VAN, either via the CRM or distributed tools
like event RSVP forms, virtual phone banking, or MiniVAN (a mobile canvassing tool that can import data
from your phone directly into VAN.)
The closest analogy to VAN is that it is the Salesforce.com of election tech. It’s been around forever, has a
very complete set of tools, and almost every progressive activist in the country has been trained on how to use
it. While NGP and digital tools are purchased directly from NGP VAN, the DNC provides VAN to state Parties,
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who set their own pricing and distribution policies for their candidates.
VAN is hard to live without and is a brilliant innovation Howard Dean brought it to the party as a component of his 50-state voter file strategy after the 2004 election. But it’s not the only thing out there. There is a
competitor called PDI that has been used by some candidates in California and other states over the last several
years- despite it being a bipartisan tool. Other candidates use NationBuilder as an alternative. Some candidates
for county seats also bought voter files directly from their boards of election and put them into PCCC’s Campaign PIES platform. However, so many people have used VAN over the years that remains at the forefront- especially since almost everyone who has ever worked a campaign knows how to use it. NGP VAN has also continued to make considerable investments in improving their tools over the years to update their architecture and
usability to meet the needs of modern campaigning. For instance, in 2017 the new version of NGP was launched
on top of the same CRM as VAN along with an updated version of their digital tools. That update allows for
much deeper integration between fundraising, digital, and field, and allows campaigns to have a centralized
system that has multiple tools for each department to choose from.
This means that VAN will likely be the most critical tool for your campaign, serving as the foundation and
internal hub of all activity organization. If you want to invite people to a house party to launch the campaign,
you can use VAN to pull lists of voters from the neighborhood, create a call script, prepare survey questions,
and launch your phone banks—all in mere minutes, whether you have 2 callers targeting 40 voters or 100 callers
targeting thousands. What if that house party is a fundraiser? Now you can have the candidate call prospective
donors in the neighborhood based on lists that you’ve built with NGP, track pledges, send a bulk email invite
with a button to contribute or RSVP, and after the event you can use the system to handle compliance on any
contributions received and report them to the FEC or appropriate agency. Committees that don’t use NGP or a
similar tool will need to double-enter their fundraising and expense information into the FEC’s or state’s filing
software, which will take valuable campaign time. At present, there are a variety of efforts to compete with NGP,
but no one has yet reached the full breadth of NGP’s capacity to handle fundraising and compliance.
Candidates and campaign staff might not be aware that there are multiple “flavors” of VAN. Candidates
and political campaigns will most always use NGP VAN, sometimes called Votebuilder as well. Other organizations like labor unions, nonprofits, ballot initiatives, and membership groups may have their own version of
those tools, but they are all part of the same VAN CRM. The largest data provider behind VAN is the DNC. For
candidates, the DNC maintains the voter data, and TargetSmart appends contact data, socio-economic data, and
demographic data to the DNC file. NGP VAN and TargetSmart also support a product called SmartVAN that is
used by some groups. Targetsmart, Catalist, and L2 also provide voter data in the non-candidate marketplace.
Catalist is the data provider for many labor, issue, and advocacy groups, while TargetSmart and the DNC are
data providers on the party side. Both specialize in numerous areas.

How to Get Campaign Data
For most offices, the voter file, in the vessel of NGP VAN, is managed by the state party. Depending on the
state and level of office, your access point may be the local -city, county, or legislative district- organization of
the party. The file is accessed via a voter file swap agreement where the DNC covers the cost of VAN, voter file
hygiene, and advancement in exchange for the state Parties’ acquiring and submitting raw voter data from their
respective Secretaries of State, as that raw data becomes available.
Every state party has different rules, requirements, and prices for VAN access, with most varying the price
by the size/scope of the campaign. Congressional access ,districts are ~775,000 people with typically around
half a million registered voters, is commonly between $3000 and $15000 per cycle, and often you can work out
a payment over time- for example, three installments rather than paying the full amount up front. Sometimes,
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prices can be higher for data in states where the state Parties have valuable proprietary data. New Hampshire,
Iowa, South Carolina, and Nevada all have very valuable proprietary IDs from past campaigns that Presidentials
want access to. Some states have the ability to collect more data than others; think of Iowa and New Hampshire, where the early Presidential contests come through every four to eight years, or purple states like Virginia,
where races at all levels are frequently contested and off-year state elections ensure that organizing efforts are
constant. This doesn’t mean that all of Iowa and Virginia’s data is high quality, but on average it tends to be more
comprehensive than data typically found in places without consistent statewide organization efforts; keep in
mind this is also dependant on the staff collecting and managing the data.
It’s important to know some of the basics about your state/district when you go into this process. Is there
registration by party? Is the population highly transient? Is it a retirement destination state? Are there common
pipelines from somewhere else to your district/state, such as a major corporation or government agency that
transferred a large block of employees from one state to another? How old is the district? What are the ethnic
breakdowns? Knowing what data is available and what might be useful to your campaign is a good place to
start, and it gives you some concept of what data you need to build over the course of your campaign in order to
win. You can get some of this data from the Census Bureau, but some of it may require old-fashioned research
and organizing. A benefit of this is that there’s a good chance you will learn things about your community you
didn’t know.
In most cases, party voter files are only available to candidates running as Democrats in partisan races. In
some areas, access is available to registered Democrats running in non-partisan elections (this term is noxious,
all elections are partisan with or without labels). In places where there is no party registration, access to party
voter files is often contingent on signing a loyalty oath or other commitment to honor the platform/values of the
party.
As a potential candidate, one of your first calls should be to your local party leader. Typically this is a county or city chair. In most cases, your local county or city chair will direct you to the State Democratic Party for
information on gaining access to the voter file for your campaign. Your outreach to the local party organization
should start well before you file to run any campaign. If there is no local party organization or you can’t figure
out how to contact them, reach out to the state party and start the conversation that way. Ask them for local
contacts and about access to the voter file. You should also ask if there are other resources available to you as a
potential candidate for the office you are campaigning for. Are there trainings or orientation sessions you can
attend in person or through a teleconference? Are there resources online? The number of candidates who don’t
ask these questions in the early stages and are shocked to find out they missed out is far too large. Ask questions
and structure these questions to allow for discourse about topics you may not have considered. Leave them open
ended. . If you ask only for a voter file, you’ll get answers about a voter file. Ask about the voter file, get those
answers, and ask if there are other tools available to candidates.
Using the state party voter file is nearly always going to be your best bet—these function by dividing the
data into two segments: sandboxed and shared information. Sandboxed data is what is only in your campaign’s
sandbox—this is the data your campaign collects, which identifies your supporters or your opponents supporters, issue affinities, volunteers, or even which of the local college sports teams people support. At the end of the
campaign, you may have the option to share some or all of this information with the state Party’s data team, and
they may choose to integrate the data or not. Information like phone numbers and postal addresses is shared; if
you update it for your campaign for State Senate, the candidates running for State House below you are going to
benefit from that as well.
It’s important to note that shared data is sometimes shared with your primary opponents- if you have anyand intentional sabotage of such data, such as deletion or entering false data, is grounds for losing access to the
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voter file in some areas. Rules on this are set by state Parties and differ on a state by state basis. “It has been my
experience that a campaign’s proprietary data (ID’s, additional survey responses or tags) are not shared with any
primary opponents and are only “shared” or integrated by the state Party after the campaign,” states Jay Parmley,
Executive Director of the State Party of Alaska. “This is detailed in the agreement signed by the campaign and
the state party.”

Why Good Data is Critical
In states where the state party invests in their data, the quality of what they provide to campaigns is vastly
superior to anything else. It is honed through campaigns doing exactly what you are trying to do and should include information that gives you starting toe-holds that don’t exist in other data. In Iowa, for example, the state
Party data includes caucus preference data going back to the 1970’s. Knowing that someone was a Bill Bradley
supporter in 2000 or a John Edwards Supporter in 2004 but not in 2008 should give you some understanding of
how to start a productive conversation with them. Some state data sets, however, don’t carry forward much useful information, so what you get is just voting history and basic demographics. We need to get to a place where
the data is uniformly well-kept state by state. This will come from empowering our candidates and campaigns to
find greater success in this area. But for now, we are where we are.
One of the key advantages to using the state Party based lists is VAN itself. Someone who used VAN last
cycle in a different state can adapt to using your VAN pretty quickly. It’s a universal constant, so it will cut down
your training time.
Even with good data, you can hit roadblocks fast. Often, the first frustration point candidates hit with regard to data is fundraising lists and call time. Candidates are told to sit in a chair and call everyone they know
and ask for money; without money there really isn’t much of a campaign. In the building stages, candidates are
urged to collect every data source of people they know: yearbooks, staff directories, organization membership
lists, etc. They are asked to make lists of everyone they know and how much they expect that person to contribute. Strong supporters, friends, and family are asked to make their own lists. All of that gets fed into somethinglike NGP- to facilitate candidate fundraising actions, including fundraising events and call times.
Inevitably, you will hit a rough patch of bad phone numbers, poor email addresses, or incorrect address. On
medium to large campaigns, the staff will spend many hours searching for phone numbers, email addresses, and
postal addresses. They utilize vendors that perform data matching and hygiene, and sometimes they play the
“who knows who game” to try to get one donor to fill in the blanks about other potential donors. Often a staffer
sits with a candidate’s spouse or sibling and goes through the lists trying to fill in the blanks.
Thinking about running down the road? Be more diligent about how you manage your contact lists- spell
names correctly, label phone numbers correctly (home/work/mobile), avoid duplicate entries, and monitor relationships - for example, write down spouses and split spouses split spouses and include an updated note (“married Jane Doe 1/1/1991, divorced 8/15/2005”). Some software tools will let you link two spouses together within
the database. The more prepared your data is, the smoother all the activities of being a candidate will go for you
and your campaign.
So what can you do if you are in a state with bad data? Here’s the first lesson of dealing with bad data on a
campaign: figure out that the data is bad early. Too often, campaigns do their thing on an “as we get to it basis”
and often with this approach checking the data comes last. For a field team, checking the data is critical. Begin
early by going through processes of organizing focusing on “grasstops”—the most engaged Democratic voters
and activists in your area. It’s highly likely that the data in the voter file is accurate for these folks, because if it
isn’t, many of them fix it themselves. Having an early, upfront conversation with the state party VAN/VotebuildTech Yourself
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er admin or the Data Director would be key to figuring out how proactive the state is, what’s next in the system,
and what the plan is to improve the underlying data for the cycle. You can even ask for audits of the voter file
that the VAN/Votebuilder admin might have.
When you first get access to the voter file, take a bit of time to pull some random lists and test the data. In
a long campaign, you may do this in the process of campaigning for another race happening earlier in your
district or it may just be an early survey question set. Test phone numbers and postal addresses. Here’s a tip: save
postage by canvassing streets in various corners of the district, and consult locals about where the more transient populations are and test those areas. To test if everything that the voter file tells you is true, you should try
to verify a sample set. In basic terms, call number and verify that the person that answers is the one listed in the
file and not somebody else. It’s checking to see how many of the names on your list end up being someone deceased. You might find that for every five calls you make, someone’s data is out of date in some way. This means
that roughly 20% of the data in the file is bad. Based on the results you get from your testing, you can assess the
situation going forward.
As a campaign manager or field director, you might reach out to the Supervisor of Elections, or equivalent
authority in your district, and get your campaign signed up for any data updates they provide. In some areas
there may be several. This may require you to pay a processing fee or to provide them with a mechanism for
transferring data to you. This might be a few thumb drives the SOE can load new data on for your campaign
to pick-up on a schedule; it may be a web-portal or an ftp site, but in the end you’ll typically receive a giant
spreadsheet that doesn’t exactly match any of your other data. However, you might not have to do this. State
Parties usually receive automatic statewide updates from either the Division of Elections or SOS, so often this
data is imported manually. If you are using VAN/VoteBuilder via your state, these updates are already available.
Sometimes there are one-off updates that need to be actively requested, like Early Vote or Absentee data that
might be requested by the state party depending on the state, country, or local election rules. It’s up to your
campaign to figure out how to best integrate those updates into your campaign’s activities. In general, this data
can offset your other data and give you more control over things.
In many of the non-battleground districts that Democrats and Progressives are currently trying to swingoften Republican-held districts that are frequently composed of small cities and large rural and suburban areas-,
data quality is very poor. This is because Democrats and Progressives often target areas with high ethnic populations and lower incomes. You may have accurate phone numbers for fewer than 60% of the voters in the district
in some areas. Many campaigns don’t figure this out until late in the organizing process, after wasting hundreds
of volunteer hours dialing bad numbers. However, this is not always the case. In battleground states like Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Michigan, data can be better, as suburban swing areas regularly get canvassed and called.
There are matching services available that you can hire to improve your data, but be warned: quality of
matches varies widely and costs can escalate quickly on large data sets. Finding good phone number matches
should be in the pennies per “match range” (this just means per 1000 numbers called/tested), but it’s highly
recommended that you start by testing smaller batches and verify that the matches you are getting back are
accurate. Often the same vendors that do things like robocalls and mass texting will do phone number matches.
Email matches are more expensive, and since you are not reaching out to someone who has opted-in to getting
campaign emails you could face more problems if this is not handled properly. The DNC and state parties have
access to such services and will often provide them at low or no cost to candidates.
If your district has lousy data across the board, the best solution may be to blend the oldest methods out
there, such as canvassing, with new tech , including digital ads and outreach tools, to rapidly create usable data
for other campaign actions. For example, you can simply gather a large field team and send them out into the
community with tools like MiniVAN or Victory Guide are to knock on doors, update old data that is out of date,
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and have and record conversations so that you are starting with a clean slate. But this of course takes time and
money, so it’s not ideal.
Facebook is the last area where you can import and supplement data. Facebook will allow you to import
lists from your voter file into custom universes, with a match rate that can vary from 30 to 80%. This allows you
to specifically target voters and enhance their profiles in your tools with data from their Facebook accounts;
however, this also should be tested before you pour a large share of your precious budget into possibly bad data
matches. If your data was already bad, pushing it through another matching algorithm that isn’t perfect isn’t
likely to make it better, and most likely it will make things worse. Also, it’s worth mentioning that Facebook is
constantly changing its policies both in terms of privacy and terms of matching.
The bottom line is to make sure that you’re doing whatever you can to find bad data early and take the steps
you need—even it if ’s re-gathering the data on foot—to get verifiable data before you add on bells and whistles,
like Facebook matches. It’s worth noting that TargetSmart, VAN, and others facilitate this through integrations,
so candidates often do not need to do this on their own. State Parties and the DNC can give guidance on how to
take advantage of these services, but if you have the DIY spirit, you can always give it a try outside of these tools.
Not everyone takes the same approach.

Soft Data vs Hard Data
In campaigns and in data science more broadly you’ll often hear the terms “hard data” and “soft data.” The
general definitions are that hard data is a verifiable fact that can be checked against reliable sources (like a name,
address, or phone number), whereas soft data is more qualitative or subjective (such as a statistical score or a
poll response.) In political tech, the definition of soft data generally includes records of voter contact, volunteer
activity, and other campaign specific data, which wouldn’t generally be available in a commercial voter file.
The distinction is important both for analytics and data sharing agreements. Organizations are generally
much more willing to share hard data, as they consider soft data to be more proprietary.

The New Landscape of Data Hubs and Exchanges
In addition to soft and hard data, there is also a distinction between the data collected by campaigns and the
data collected by groups, organizations, and others (“IE data”). Traditionally, this data has had to be siloed, and
each side simply had to collect the data and analyze it on their own.
In 2013, reeling from the 2012 loss of Mitt Romney to Obama, the Republican party began to get very
serious about sharing data across campaigns, vendors, and data sources in order to win. The partnership was
with two third-party entities and was “designed to facilitate unprecedented data generation and sharing across
all GOP party committees, consultants, vendors and the conservative outside groups that have become increasingly active in political campaigns.” It was also meant to increase access to data, which the RNC has traditionally
struggled with as much as the DNC. The effort cost $20 million and came from suggestions made via a study
from the Reince Priebus team, called the Growth and Opportunity Project.
The RNC began this project with a direct partnership with Liberty Works, a Right-focused tech company
in Silicon Valley. The goal was a data warehouse where any member approved by the RNC could dip into at any
time. This provides a competitive edge to the user of this data repository, giving them a significant advantage
over a candidate using a traditional voter file. The key is in the sharing: anyone who gets data from the data repository must in turn upload all their data. Data Trust manages the process- facilitating data exchanges through
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a platform built by Liberty Trust.
A good analogy of this trading is how a consumer interacts with Apple’s iPhone and related technology:
“Think of this like Apple and the App Store. Liberty Works will build the iPhone and other vendors will be
able to build the phone app or the contacts app,” Kukowski said in a 2013 article in RollCall, explaining that at
the time of launch the data warehouse included decades of gathered data from voter contact, micro-targeting
efforts, and publicly available consumer data. Having all the data in one place allows for easy formatting and
distribution of this data to campaigns at a level the Left can only dream of right now. The RNC, to their credit,
might appear to be a top-down party, but they are not. At every level, Republicans that choose to run have had
access to the same data as the highest level of campaigns, and it has helped them significantly. It’s also aided
groups that have worked to stoke civic engagement.
On the Left, we have taken the first steps to enable data exchanges on a larger scale in the same way campaigns and independent expenditure groups on the Right have done for years. The Democratic Data Exchange,
chaired by Howard Dean, has been established as a forum to facilitate real-time data exchanges with the campaign coordinated and independent expenditure side organizations on the Left. Read more on this here.
The data exchange is a third party entity that lives outside both the independent expenditure and party
aides of the campaign firewall, and the mission is to exchange data in “blind fashion” (meaning the source of the
data is anonymized) in real time. The Right has already built several tried and true processes around this. The
Democratic Data Exchange will do the same.
For example, a campaign can use this data exchange to get information about a door knock that happened
in Iowa by a group or organization. They won’t know who funded or executed that door knock on the other
side- maybe it was Planned Parenthood or Color of Change- but they will know what was shared by the voter at
the door. They will know, for example, that that person is an “issue voter” in the area of education or that they
really care about criminal justice reform. This, in turn, can lead to targeted messaging and a better chance for
the campaign to have an authentic conversation with the voter that will in turn mobilize voters on Election Day.
Both sides of the campaign finance firewall can take advantage of voter contact work from the other side.
There are so many reasons that this new Democratic Data Exchange is wonderful. First, we are finally
catching up to something the Right built eight years ago. Second, we can make better decisions and allocate
resources better on our campaigns, without having to reinvent the wheel every single time. Third, we can make
sharper predictions and have better targeted messaging. This will permanently “level up” the playing field on
the Left.

“It’s a series of tubes. And if you don’t understand, those tubes can be filled,
and if they are filled, when you put your message in, it gets in line, and it’s going
to be delayed by anyone that puts into that tube enormous amounts of material.”
											-Sen. Ted Stevens
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